Newsletter Issue 11 – February 2020
Καλή Χρονιά! - Happy New Year
from Syros – and yes we are still
here and not made it back to the
UK yet although we welcomed a
break in Athens just before
Christmas,
which
was
wonderfully
festive
and
provided some much needed
shopping! After a very stormy
start to the year the weather
now appears to have settled
down and spring is just around
the corner.

Agia Triada Church – Lefkas Paros
Figure 1 Agia Triada - Paros

“She turned to the sunlight
And shook her yellow head,
And whispered to her neighbour:
"Winter is dead.”

― A.A. Milne, When We Were Very Young

Coming up in this newsletter is the
normal mix of our news and island
news. We have also asked Jacky from
Syros cats to give us the benefit of her
experience regarding the strays on the
islands. We have also put together
some of our favourite walks from
across the islands
Figure 2 Fishing boat - Milos April 2019

“I like long walks, especially when
they are taken by people who annoy me.”
― Noel Coward
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Our News
We have been busier than ever this winter which has been great! We have noticed
an increase in flight prices to the whole of Greece, but there are still bargains to be
had if you are flexible.
It is January so availability is still great across all of the islands, however, if you are
thinking of a holiday to Kea, Kythnos, Serifos or Milos it is better to book earlier
rather than later due to availability issues.
Soon it will be Mardi Gras which signals the start of the 40 days to Easter which is
being celebrated a week later than Easter in the UK. We have a lovely package to
Syros at Easter if you are interested please contact us, for more information, we also
have great rates across all of the islands in May and there are bargains to be had!

News from the Islands
Folegandros
Mystery in
Folegandros! A
rather strange
news article from
Folegandros
emerged in late
November when
a tourist from
New Zealand
here on a boating
holiday
disappeared after
taking the dingy
Figure 3 Folegandros Port May 2019
off their boat to
go shopping. She
called her husband when she had finished her shopping but then disappeared
without a trace – her worried husband alerted the coast guard a couple of hours
later and a Hellenic Navy Boat and three private boats started a search for her –
finally two days after she had gone missing she was located 55 nautical miles from
Heraklion – so a long way from Folegandros! Fortunately, she made a full recovery!
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Syros
The American Ambassador
visited the island on
December 9th to officially
mark the reopening of the
Neorian Shipyard. The
historic shipyard had been
on the brink of bankruptcy
for many years and owed
employees and creditors
millions of Euros – The
shipyard has been rescued
by investment from an
Figure 4 Blue Star on its way in to Syros
American company Onyx, and
it is going from strength to strength – it has brought much needed employment to
the island, by creating around 600 new jobs and ships are regularly in the dry dock
for repair, saving them from having to go as far a field as Malta to be repaired.

Santorini
The drummer of big haired American Rock Band
Motley Crue Tommy Lee (who was born in
Greece) has become involved in the ongoing
controversy regarding the treatment of the
donkeys in Santorini Cruise Port – one of many
voices in the international criticism of using the
donkey’s as taxi’s. The Greek government in
response have vowed to tighten already existing
controls – we really hope they do. As our clients
come in to the ferry port fortunately they are
transferred by motorised vehicles!

Figure 5 Santorini May 2019
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Walking in these beautiful islands.

Figure 6 Syros Goats - courtesy of Jacky Story

For some of us (including me) a holiday is for a rest, a beach or pool with a book, a
gentle stroll down a sandy beach or to a local taverna for a long lunch or an evening
out, however, great food and too much restfulness, does not suit everyone and the
idea of a good walk with beautiful views with some ancient history or a local church
thrown in is too much to resist. So, we have put together some of our favourites. If
your island is not mentioned or you have a suggestion from your previous holiday
please let me know. We would love to add more in the following months
Without wishing to sound like your mother if you are planning of walking here
remember to bring suitable shoes
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Ένα

Syros

Delfini is a beautiful bay on the island of Syros. You can start your walk in the
village of Kini. Follow the waterfront along where the boats are moored and climb
the steps onto the coastal path. It's a bit rocky in places, so wear good shoes. The
views are amazing and the scent of the herbs your feet will disturb are heady and
powerful. After about half an hour you will arrive at the end of Delfini beach. Don't
be surprised to see naked bodies, this part is unofficially 'naturalist'. Walk along
the beach and recover with a coffee or beer in the shack under the shade of
umbrellas. Maybe you want to swim if it's warm enough in the clear Aegean waters,
or just rest and enjoy the view. If you have more stamina, you can walk on to
Barbarossa - but it's steep! You might want to return on the tiny road, which starts
with a big hill, but afterwards you are rewarded by the sight of traditionally Greek
farms with their vegetable plots, olive and fruit trees. You can usually see sheep
and goats trying to find food in the dry pasture, and free-range hens pecking in the
dirt. As you come back over the hill there are nice views of Kini and, in the village,
a choice of several bars and tavernas for refreshment. Enjoy! Jacky Story

Δύο

Sifnos:

There's a well marked short trail from Artemonis to Agios Sostis past the ancient bronze
and gold mines, which now seems to be home to no-one else apart from colonies of goats.
This beautiful view cascades down a steep path and out to a barren landscape where the
church is just perched right on the edge of land, lapped by the frothing sea. Perfect
wilderness!
Lindsay Bennett-Ford

Τρεις

Amorgos

Amorgos: The Palia Strata
which starts at the famous
Monastery
Hozoviotissa
perching on the cliffs. At
20km it takes about 5 hours
over the spine of the island
taking in wild hills and peaks
all the way to Aegiali. It is one
of the best hikes of diverse
landscapes, past vast terraces
of land once cultivated for
wheat and grains, vines and
olives.
Reaching
the
abandoned
village
of
Figure 7 Hozovitissia Monastery - Amorgos
Asfontylitis marks the halfway point in the middle of the Great Strata path. Although a couple of the houses are
restored, village life hasn’t changed here in centuries. We saw two men carrying water
from the well helped by their sturdy mules. The church marks the centre of the settlement,
they waved kindly at us, probably used to stray hikers nosing around. There are also
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amazing rock paintings of stick men on large stones as reminders of past residents.
Downward to Aegali is a reward in itself especially when the beach appears just in time
for a well-earned swim!
Graham Ford

Τέσσερις

Tinos

Xombourgo’s rugged appearance makes it
hard to believe that it once housed
Venetian castle and community, it was
made the capital of the island in around
1207, located in the centre of the island
to protect from pirate raids, and
conquering forces, it did its job – Tinos
was the last Cycladean island to
capitulate to the Turks in 1715, within
three days the Turks had dismantled (to
put it politely) the Citadel in its entirety
Figure 8 Tinos in Spring time
– it is now a site of considerable
archaeological interest Parking up at the
Catholic Monastery of the Sacred Heart of Jesus it is a relatively short 20 minute to the
top – but the view of the other islands it gives you is extraordinary – and on a clear day it
is said that it is possible to see as far as Santorini although on the day I walked it was
pretty cloudy I will do it again in the spring!
Brian -

Πέντε

–

Paros

Lefkes in the interior of Paros was once the islands’ capital, where you find the magnificent
Byzantine Orthodox Church Agia Triada , which is worth a visit even if you don’t want to
walk too far!
The Byzantine road is the oldest trail on the island, and connects Lefkes to Prodromos,
starting at Louki's café, the path, whose history dates back to the Byzantine era (1,000
AD), is 3.5 kilometres long and is paved with Parian marble.
Except for 150 to 200 meters, the trail is downhill and takes approximately 45 minutes to
walk.The first few meters are uphill along the slope of a ridge, through cultivated land,
low vegetation and a few trees. You will find yourself above a ravine, walking parallel to
the asphalt road. The sea, the west coast of Naxos and the mountains of Ikaria are visible
in the distance. Head down into the ravine before the next incline and after 200 meters
there is an opening with a clear view of Naxos. The rest of the hike is downhill to
Prodromos, with Molos beach on the left and Kefalos and Antikefalos hills to the right and
left of it respectively.
Rachel
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How can
I help the
stray
cats?
This is a
question we
get asked a
lot – the
islands still
have large
populations of
street cats
and whilst
behind the
scenes there
is much work
being done by
Animal Aid,
local vets and
animal
charities
sometimes
the task
seems just too
big. Our
loccal vet and
his Syros
volunteers
have recently
come back
from
Figure 9 Sleepy Syros Stray - 2019
Folegandros
where lots of cats we nutured and some injured ones brought back to Syros – ending
up at Syros cats! As humans our natural reaction can be to give them food while we
are on holiday (or just adopt them when we live here!)– and whilst this is great a
donation to a local charity can be so much more useful – see Jacky’s very
informative article below (sorry it is a little sad
)
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After
tourists
gone…

the
have

‘We’re grateful that
visitors feed us in
the summer, but
spare a thought for
us in the winter.
It’s cold here on the
islands and we
need more food
then to keep warm.
Sometimes it’s wet
and windy, we
don’t
have
Figure 10 Tinos Kitten October 2019 (looked after!)
anywhere warm to
hide and we get sniffles and sneezes. If we don’t get help, we sometimes die.
Although we can be cute and some of us have learnt to say ‘pretty please’ for food,
please don’t get cross, are so desperately hungry that we use our claws to try to get
enough scraps in the tavernas. What would be good is that if you have food left over
from your meal, you cut it in small pieces, take it outside the taverna and feed it to
us in a place that’s safe and won’t cause offence to anyone else. We love to eat leftover meat, fish or cheese but we cannot digest pasta, bread or vegetables, so if you
leave us these, it will just make a mess, attract flies and perpetuate the myth that
we are dirty creatures who like to scavenge in rubbish bins. We don’t want to get our
food that way and we prefer to be clean but sometimes, we are desperately hungry…
If you’d like to buy food for us, cat biscuits are best. They are good for us; we like
them and they don’t make a mess or smell when it’s hot.
.
We just want to live peacefully together with you.’
How you can help…
Please feed stray cats only suitable food. Cans of meat make a mess in the summer
and can quickly attract flies and wasps. Cat biscuits are best
Feed in one of the cat gardens in the containers provided, or somewhere safe for the
cats but in a place that won’t disturb anyone else.
Please feed away from dumpsters.
Don’t leave too much food, a little every day in the morning before it gets hot is best.
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If you feed regularly the cats will get used to the routine so maybe you could consider
leaving a donation in one of our collecting tins so we can buy some food for them when
supplies are short.
Some local people feed street cats in the winter, but they often struggle to buy cat
food as it’s hard for some people here out of season too. If you’d like to help the strays,
maybe you could consider leaving a donation in any of the charity tins in various
shops and hotels on the island, buying some food for the winter or even a regular
monthly donation to help with winter supplies?
Thank you from the street cats of the Greek islands.
www.helpsyroscats.com
www.facebook.com/syroscats

Jacky Story Kini 25.01.2020

Them as can do, has to do for them as can't. And someone has to speak
up for them as has no voices.”
― Terry Pratchett, The Wee Free Men

Figure 11 Ethel - "dogs have feelings too!" Azoliminos Syros 2019
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And finally!
In between booking holidays I am finally reading Those Who Are Loved by Victoria
Hislop the story of Thermis a Greek woman who lived through the occupation of World
War 2, the ensuing Civil War and dictatorship. It is very close to fact and is hard going
in some parts!
Did you know: Many Greek structures such as doors, windowsills, furniture, and church
domes are painted a turquoise blue, especially in the Cyclades Islands. It is used because
of an ancient belief that this shade of blue keeps evil away. They called the colour
kyanos, which the words “cyan” and “cyanide” are derived from

Did you know we are on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, Brian posts some lovely
pictures of the islands daily so please follow us!

Rachel and Brian
Syros February 2020

Figure 12 In case there are not enough beach pictures! Provatas Milos May 2019
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Figure 13 Plaka beach Naxos - October 2018
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